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1 - The Stupidity Side of Amnesia

I do not own Sonic, his friends, or Eggman.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------

Chapter 1: The Stupidity Side of Amnesia

It all started when Sonic and the others were playing dodgeball. Sonic, Amy, Tails, Cream, Big, and
Bean the Duck(He's NOT a fan char. He's a REAL char in Sonic Fighters!). Shadow, Rouge, Bark (Also
a real char), Knuckles (of course), Vector, and Espio were the people who throw the "dodgeballs" to the
dodgers.

Sonic: Try to catch me, slowpokes! Maybe you can catch the other five, while I can run all over the
place!

Knuckles: Oh, really?

Sonic: Yeah!

Knuckles: Really, really?

Sonic: YES!

Knuckles: Really, really, really?

Sonic: OKAY! YES! GOTCHA!

Charmy Bee: Why am I the coach?

Vector: Because we said so.

Espio: Besides, your the youngest, so :P

Charmy Bee: But Cream is the same age as me!

Cream: Well, you're six! I'm six in a half, so to you, once again, :P :P```

Shadow: Can we PLEASE start the game, now? I wanna hit the crud out of the faka!

Rouge: Don't you mean, faker?



Shadow: Ah, shut up!

Rouge: Don't "shut up" me! *Hits Shadow really hard*

Shadow: Ow! Why you little...

Knuckles: Finally! It's starting! Let's hit the crud out the six people!!!!

Bean: Where's the bomb?

Sonic: What bomb? *Shadow hits Sonic on the head that's harder than Rouge's throw*

Bean: Haha! Gotcha! Hey, let's hit Sonic the most instead of these five, poor, little, dodgers *Makes a
pouty face*

Bark: Okay! *Hits Sonic*

Everyone: YAY!!! *Also hits Sonic*

Sonic also felt unconsious until...

Amy: Sonic, for all these years I've chased you and you don't even notice me, it'll be PAYBACK!!! *Got
her Piko-Piko Hammer out and hits the dodgeball with it and hits Sonic. Really, really, really bad) Oops...

Shadow: Amy! How dare you ruined it? That's my life's dream of hitting the crud out of Sonic! Why do
you have to ruin it? Why, why, why?

Knuckles: Woah. Looks like you hit him really hard, Amy.

Amy: I was "boxercising" in my Apartment. (In Sonic: Battle)

Knuckles: Oh. Who wants mustard?

Everyone: Huh?

Knuckles: I said, who wants relish?

Rouge: You said *Imitating Knuckles* "Who wants mustard"

Knuckles: No, I didn't I said, "Who, Wants, Chocolate?"

Everybody did that Anime Fall except Knuckles.

Tails: I thought Pizza!

Everybody once again, did that Anime Fall except Tails.



Tails: Oops.

Bark: Okay. Now, what? What do we do with Sonic?

Shadow: I say we eat liver!!!

Espio: No. I say we dump Sonic in the garbage can! Then, we will never, ever, see him running around,
again! Who will be in my side?

Only Shadow raised his hand. The rest of them didn't.

Amy: Why are YOU raising your hand, Shadow?

Shadow: Because I like cucumbers.

Espio: I said, raise your hand if you want Sonic thrown in the garbage can?

Shadow once again, raised his hand.

Amy: Now what?

Shadow: Espio said, "Raise your hand if you want Sonic to be thrown in Toenail World!"

Amy: No. He. DIDN'T!

Shadow: Oh.

Sonic: AAAAAAHHHH!!!!

Knuckles: Who? What? Where? When? Why? How? Grapes?

Everybody: Grapes?

Knuckles: I love grapes!

Sonic: Who are you cheerleaders and what are you doing in my toilet?

Amy: We are NOT cheerleaders, Sonic. We are yor friends!

Sonic: Who is this, Sonic? Is Sonic a singer that sings the "Sweat Song"?

Shadow: Heh. Yes.

Sonic: Okay. What's my favorite food.

Amy: First, your name is Sonic?



Sonic: Am I the singer or am I a food? AAAAAHHH I'M FOOOOODDD!!! PLEASE DON'T PUT MAYO
ON MEEEEE!!!!

Amy: We are not. Your, name, is Sonic!!

Sonic: What's a name? Is a name a food? I like food! And I think your hot.

Amy: OOOOOOHHHHHHH, You think I am hot?

Sonic: Yes!

Amy: I think I like this side of Sonic.

Tails: That's because he has amnesia, Amy.

Amy: Oh.

Sonic: Amy? What's a Amy? And why do you smell stinky?

Amy: I what?

Sonic: You smell like those colorful things over there *Points to a patch of flowers*

Knuckles: First of all, she smells good. Second of all, what's my name?

Sonic: Your name is Hammy the Box! And why are your hands big? Did a hammer hit you or something?

Knuckles: He lost it.

Sonic: What did I lose? My eyeball? AAAHHH!!! MY EYEBALL'S GONE MISSING!!!

Shadow: *Slaps Sonic* Look, faker. I don't know what's with you, but you better act normal, okay?

Rouge: Sonic has amnesia, huh? Shadow used to have amnesia, but he wasn't THAT stupid.

Shadow: Hmmm. You're right.

Sonic: E=Mc2

Vector: Is he smart or something?

Sonic: Hi, mom! I Love you!

Vector: I AM NOT YOUR MOTHER!! *Points to Charmy Bee* He, I mean SHE is your mother!

Sonic: But that yellow and black thing is not my mommy. It is a Mustard!



Bark: How many fingers am I holding?

Sonic: Hmmm. Are fingers food? *Bites one of Bark's fingers*

Bark: AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!

Bean: Does anybody have a bomb so I could put the normal Sonic back?

Knuckles: Eh, no. What about if we could see Eggman?

Espio: You mean that overloaded man? Probably.

Sonic: Why is Eggman? 

Knuckles: Aw, man. How many days will I hear one of Sonic's stupid comments.

Sonic: CARROTS!!!

Knuckles: AAAARRRGGGHHHH!! Come on! Let's go!

They all grabbed Sonic and took him to Eggman's base.

Sonic: AAAAAAAHHHH!!! Where are you taking me? SECURITY!!!!!

Cream: Poor Sonic. He's really a dumb person.

On their way to Eggman's base, they have to suffer 45 minutes of Sonic's amnesia of stupidity.

Sonic: I want chicken, I want liver, I want Meowmix, please deliver!!!

Shadow: Are we there yet? This faker is driving me nuts!!

Knuckles: Yup! We're here!

Sonic: What's that? Ketchup? Where's the chili dog, then? Or the eyeball, or the Meowmix, or...

Shadow: SHUT UP!!!!!!! CAN YOU KEEP YOUR FREAKIN' LITTLE MOUTH SHUT?

Sonic: ........

Shadow: Thank you.

Then, Sonic was getting all teary and junk.

Shadow: Huh? What's with you? Aw, come on! I didn't mean it! Don't give me that look!

Now, Sonic was acting like a waterfall. Amy was now comforting him.



Amy: Shadow! Why are you being so mean to Sonic? Yes! He's a total idiot right now, but he still has
feelings even though he has amnesia!

Shadow: Ah, fine. Sorry, Sonic.

Sonic: Go away! I hate you! You are pretty! That's why I hate you! If you don't know what pretty means,
pretty means that you have a horrible look!

Shadow: Does that mean that I'm ugly?

Espio: Probably.

Five Minutes Later...

Knuckles: Eggman, Sonic has amnesia! Can you PLEASE turn him back to normal?

Shadow: Yeah! He's so annoying!

Then, Sonic acted like a waterfall again.

Shadow: Fine. I'll shut up.

Eggman: So, he has amnesia, eh? Well, that'll be easy!

Sonic: Lava?

Eggman: Uh, yes! Lava!

Knuckles: Don't do anything stupid, Dr, or else I'll...

Sonic: Bite his nose, stole his glasses, eat his eyeballs, kiss him?

Knuckles: Gah!

Eggman: Is it okay if I could smack him?

Knuckles: Be my guest.

Sonic: YAY! I'm going to get smacked by fat man!

Eggman: This is getting good.

BAM! Eggman punched Sonic so hard, Sonic flew and got hit by the wall. The wall left a big dent.

Sonic: What happened... And why am I in Eggman's base?



Amy: YAY! He's back!

Sonic: I remembered that Amy hitted me so hard in Dodgeball, and I was crying of something.

Amy: *Choking Sonic* It's okay. At least you're back to normal again.

Sonic: Can't...breathe...

Amy: Oops! Sorry!

Eggman: Okay. Now, since that was over... 800 BUCKS PLEASE!!!!

Knuckles: I don't wanna pay to a lousy dude like you! *Punches Eggman*

Sonic: What's with him, now?

Eggman: AAAAAAHHH! Who are you and what are you doing in my supermarket?

Sonic: Maybe we should leave him like this.

Amy: Good idea.

Eggman: What am I? Who am I? Why am I so fat? What is this hairy thing on my face! GET IT OFF
ME!!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------

I know, I know, this is so stupid. For once, CAN YOU PLEASE COMMENT?



2 - The Mermaid Play

(A/N I don't own Sonic, or his friends, or anything!)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------

Rright now, Sonic and his friends are in Mustard Park.

Vector: I don't get it. They called this park Mustard Park, but where is all the mustards?

Espio: Maybe it's because they sell a lot of mustard here.

Sonic: I thought you guys were detectives. You're supposed to know why they call it Mustard Park!

Espio: The blue one is right. We should know why this park is called Mustard Park.

Vector: I'm not gonna do it.

Sonic: Why not?

Vector: You know our policy.

Sonic: Oh. That policy.

Knuckles: Maybe it's because they use hammers here.

Everyone: ?_?

Knuckles: Or not.

Tails: Let's just forget about it and do something. Maybe buy a chili dog in the chili dog stand.

Sonic: Chili dog? Where?

Amy: Sonic. Quit thinking about chili dogs and think about me for a change!



Sonic: Heh. Yeah right.

Suddenly, Eggman came to Mustard Park.

Sonic: What the heck is Eggman doing here?

Knuckles: To get exercise of course :P

Cream: Well, he's coming this way. Do you think he wants to tell us something?

Eggman: *pant* *pant* There you guys are. I need a favor to ask you.

Sonic: What favor? I'm not doing any favor from you!

Eggman: But I really need a favor from you. All of you! Please!

Sonic: Nope! We're not doing it!

Eggman: I'll give you a lifetime supply of chili dogs!

Sonic: Okay! What's the favor?

Eggman: I have a play for you guys to do.

Tails: Are you sure it's not one of your schemes to capture us and take over the world?

Eggman: No! I'm not doing that until next month! You have to do a bunch of plays or else...

Tails: Or else what?

Eggman: Or else chickens will rule Mobius!

Everyone: ?_?

Sonic: ...We could eat 'em.

Eggman: But those chickens are poisonous! You can't eat them! You have to make them laugh, so they
could get out of Mobius and attack another planet!

Tails: Who's coming to the play, though?

Eggman: Well, all of you guys are going to be in the play and I'm going to invite the people I want to
watch you guys in the big day.

Tails: Oh.

Eggman: The play is called The Mermaid XP (Kinda Stupid, huh).



Sonic: Wow. So wierd.

Eggman: Meet me at Ketchup Park in the next hour.

Sonic: Where's Ketchup Park?

Eggman: By Amy's House.

Amy: Oh yeah. So, that's what the park by my house is called.

1 Hour Later...

Eggman: I'm baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaack! I got all the stuff for the play. The play will be tomorrow.

Sonic: WHAT!? It'll take us days to rehearse, or weeks, or months, or years, or decades!

Knuckles: Okay! We get the point there!

Eggman: First, I'll give you a random script. Whoever gets a script, does that. NO TRADING!

He gives everybody a random script.

Knuckles: WHAT?! I'm the evil witch?!

Eggman: Ooo! Nice one!

Charny Bee: I'm the seagull!?

Espio: I'm the Krabby Patty!

Eggman: It's a crab. Not a Krabby Patty.

Shadow: Whoop-dee-doo. I'm the prince charming.

Tails: What about us?

Eggman: I forgot your scripts. Okay. *Pointing to Tails* You, the Fairy Godmother. *Pointing to Cream*
You, the Maid. *Pointing to Cheese* Be that one fish. *Pointing to Vector* You, be the King. *Pointing to
Rouge* You, be the evil eel that works with the evil witch. *Pointing to Tikal* You, since you're good with
words, you're the narrator. *Points to Mighty* You, be the belly dancer.

Mighty: WHAT?!

Eggman: Yes! A belly dancer!

Tails: I'm a WHAT?! This is embarrassing!



Rouge: Well, I like my skit!

Tails: And how could the fairy god mother be in the play? I thought it the mermaid! Not Cinderella!

Eggman: Oh well!

Cream: My mom said to not complain about what I have, so I'm not complaining.

Sonic: What am I, Egghead?

Eggman: *Chuckling* You...the mermaid... *Starts laughing*

Sonic: WHAT?!

Everybody except Sonic was laughing.

Sonic: No way! I'm not doing any girly act.

Amy: What about me?

Eggman: You're Grettel!

Amy: That's from the story Hansel and Grettel.

Eggman: OH WELL! *Pointing to Big* You are Robin Hood. *Points to Froggy* You're just a frog that
swims all over the place.

Big: But he is a frog.

Eggman: So.

Sonic: What about you?

Eggman: Me? You'll see... Let me continue. *Points to Chaos* You! Peter Pan! *Points to Omega* Robo
Dude!

Omega: My name is E-123 a.k.a Omega.

Eggman: Whatever. You are Jerry.

Omega: Who is Jerry?

Eggman: The mouse! *Points to Metal Sonic* You! You're John Smith!

Metal Sonic: Correcting Dr. Eggman. Isn't John Smith in...



Eggman: DON'T CORRECT ME!!!

Metal Sonic: Yes, master.

Eggman: Good. We've got everybody. MAKE ME PROUD MY MONKEYS!

Sonic: We are not your monkeys.

Eggman: Okay. MY RACCOONS!

The Next Day...

Eggman: Okay! Everybody ready?

Sonic: I don't wanna sing in front of people!

Eggman: The play won't go on until the next 10 minutes.

Tails: Who did you invite?

Eggman: Oh, let's just say...A BUNCH OF PEOPLE!!!!

Sonic: You mean...

Eggman: Yes! Them!

10 Minutes Later...

Eggman: Oh, no. Not them. Places everybody! They're here! *Gets to the front of the stage* Hello,
everybody! Welcome to the 1st annual Eggman show! Okay. We'll have a play about a mermaid. Here it
goes...

Tikal: One day, in the sea, there was a mermaid sitting on a rock...boredly.

Sonic (The mermaid): I'm bored. Nothing to do. I wanna smack somebody.

Espio (The crab): You shall not go up, because the father said so and I said so.

Sonic: No you didn't.

Espio: I didn't?

Cheese (Fish): Chao! chao! Chao!

Sonic: What is it, you fish?



Cheese: Chao! Chao! (An ugly boat is coming!)

Sonic: Wow. Let's go see...

Espio: No! I command you to come down here or else us crabs will pinch your tongue.

Eggman: Pinch your tongue?

Espio: Hey, I can't think of anything else.

Bark the Polar Bear: Hey, the crab didn't pinch tongues in the original!

Tikal: So, without listening to the crab, the mermaid and the fish just went there.

Charmy Bee (Seagull): Hi, peoples!

Sonic: It's mermaid, you freak!

Charmy Bee: Whatever. I just found...A PS2!

Sonic: A PS2. Wow.

Bean the Duck: Hey, the mermaid in the original didn't get a PS2! It was a fork, and she was intrested in
the fork.

Sonic: I DON'T CARE!

Charmy Bee: You could have it.

Sonic: Where's that ugly boat?

Charmy Bee: Oh, that boat? It swam across the sea and was never found again.

Sonic: NOOOOOOOOO!!! This is all your fault you fish!

Charmy Bee: They say that it's coming back here tomorrow.

Sonic: YAY! l don't get it.

Tikal: So, the mermaid went back home, but when she got home, her father was very angry.

Vector (The father): DAUGHTER! WHY DID YOU GO UP IN THE SURFACE AGAIN?!

Sonic: 'Coz I wanted to.

Vector: I keep telling you to stop going up to the surface. Now, you're gonna eat...MUD for dinner all this
week.



Sonic: MUD?! That's nasty!

Mighty the Armadillo: The king did not make her eat mud!

Sonic: Come on, fish. Let's go.

Tikal: The mermaid was mad at her father. So, she went to her hiding spot where nobody could see her.

Sonic: This is stupid! I hate it when my father yells at me and makes me eat mud!

Cheese: Chao! Chao!

Sonic: Whatever. I just hope my father knows this place.

Espio: Yes.

Sonic: What?! Mr. Krabs! Why did you tell my father? Why, why, why!?

Espio: Because he promised me ham.

Sonic: Why would a crab eat ham?

Espio: I don't know.

Sonic: If you tell my father again about this, I will eat you for dinner!

Espio: Alright! Alright! I won't do it again, Princess.

Sally Acorn: WHAT?!

(A/N Don't ask why I put her here)

Sonic: Don't call me Princess!

Espio: Okay.

Tikal: Then, the boat from this morning came.

Sonic: Hey, it's that boat I saw earlier. Wanna see it?

Cheese: Chao! Chao!

Espio: NOOOOO!!!

Tikal: They all went to the surface again, and they didn't miss the boat.



Sonic: Wow. A Party. This is so boring. Bye.

Then, Eggman yelled at Sonic.

Eggman: Sonic! You're not supposed to say bye! You are supposed to say that Shadow is so beautiful!

Sonic: That's yaoi ya freak! I'm not a yaoi person!

Eggman: You're a yaoi hedgehog then.

Sonic: I'm not that either!

Fang the Sniper: Can we get to the play now?

Eggman: Okay. Carry on.

Sonic: Wow. That black hedgehog is so ugly.

Shadow: WHAT DID YOU SAY, HEDGEHOG?!?!?!

Sonic: It's mermaid!!

Shadow: Whatever.

Tikal: Suddenly, there was a storm coming. Everybody was panicking everywhere on the boat.

Mighty: We're going to DIE!!!! Let's do our final dance in our lives people! *Does a belly dance*

Metal Sonic: NOOOOOOOO!!!

Big: I'm Tarzan. The king of the jungle. I'm going to jump off this boat. Bye-bye!

Metal Knuckles: HEY!!! THERE WAS NO BELLY DANCER IN THE STORY!!!

E-102 Gamma: AND TARZAN WASN'T IN THIS STORY!!!

Eggman: Big, you're supposed to be Robin Hood!

Metal Sonic: I'm going to save you, Robin Hood!

Chaos: I'm flying awaaaaaaayy! *Ran over a huge rock*

Bean: This is one of the wierdest plays I've been to.

Bark: Zzzzzz

Omega: Squeak.



A Few Minutes Later...

Tikal: After the storm, the mermaid took the prince on the surface.

Sonic: He's gonna EXPLODE!! SWIM FOR IT!!!

Cheese: CHAO!!!

Espio: What about my ham?

Sonic: Forget about the ham you crab!!!

Tikal: He was supposed to explode? Ah, never mind. The Prince dude...

Eggman: DON'T CALL HIM DUDE!!

Tikal: Riiiight...The PRINCE woke up, and then a very fat person came and took him to his castle.

Eggman: Oh, no! This explosive hedgehog has to go rest in his castle for a while! *Drags him with is feet
to the castle*

Sonic: Look, a fat guy is taking him to his castle!

Espio: Oooo. Where's the ham?

Sonic: ?_?

Espio: Okay. Too much dramatic stuff here. Let's go.

Sonic: Okay!

Tikal: So, they went back to the castle with the very crazy father. In the next day...

Sonic: Let's go to the cave, you ugly fish.

Cheese: CHAO!!! *Strangles Sonic*

Sonic: Okay!

Vector: Where are YOU going?!?!?

Sonic: I don't know.

Vector: Okay. Bye.

Tikal: They went to the secret cave that nobody knew except the mermaid, the fish, and Mr. Krabs.



Espio: MY NAME IS NOT MR. KRABS!!!!

Tikal: Okay.

Sonic: Wow. Look at this ugly-looking statue of the ugly black fake--- I mean hedgehog.

???: And why do you have this ugly statue of the hedgehog, huh?

Sonic: Because it's ugly.

Vector: Now, I'm gonna destroy it and you NEVER EVER SEE your stupid statue anymore!

Sonic: YAY!!!

Shippou: Wait a minute...The mermaid was supposed to be sad when the father destroyed it.

Eggman: Yeah. We're just doing random stuff.

Vector: There. I destroyed everything in sight. You're now going to eat Mr. Krabs for dinner.

Espio: NOOOOOOOOOOOO and my name is NOT Mr. Krabs!!!

Tikal: The mermaid's father was so angry, he went back home! Suddenly, an eel came to see the happy
mermaid.

Rouge: Hi! My name is Ms. Eel! I work for the wicked witch! Wanna come with me?

Sonic: Sure!

Cosmo: WHAT?! This story doesn't make sense at all! (That's why I like it)

Tikal: Please don't blame me. So, the mermaid went to see the evil witch.

Rouge: HUH! The mermaid is here.

Sonic: So, what do you want from me?

Knuckles: My name is HUH!

Fang: Huh?

Knuckles: I told my assistant to look for you.

Sonic: Yeah, yeah. SPIT IT OUT YOU FREAKY WITCH!

Knuckles: I will make you a HEDGEHOG!!!! HAHAHA! But first, I'll do the dance. *He did the Leg Rap*



Sonic: ?_?

Knuckles: Ahem. Okay. Assistant! Get all the potions I made from my feet!

Sonic: But you don't have any feet.

Knuckles: Oh, alright. MR. KRABS' RELATIVES!!!

Espio: MY NAME IS NOT MR. KRABS!!!

Everyone: ?_?

Knuckles: Okay. Now, say the magic words. HUH HUH HUH!

Emerl: This play is very wierd.

Tikal: Then, the pot begins to boil...and then EXPLODE!!!!!

Knuckles: Okay then. Now, I need your... (Whispering to Rouge) What was it again?

Rouge: I don't know.

Knuckles: Anyways, I need...your HAIR!!!!

Sonic: I don't have any hair!! Only quills.

Knuckles: You have some hair from your nose :P

Sonic: GROSS!!!

Knuckles: Whatever. Okay. HUH HUH HUH!!!

Tikal: Now, the pot sucked in the mermaid and then...

Knuckles: Oooooooooo...Aaaaaaaaaah...

Eggman: What the heck are they doing?

Tikal: Now the mermaid was...a mouse!!

Sonic: I AM NOT A MOUSE, TIKAL!! I am a hedgehog!!!! MWAHAHAHAHA!!

Knuckles: You were a hedgehog all your life already.

Sonic: Oh.



Espio: Oh no! The mermaid turn into a crab! What shall we do?

Cheese: CHAO!!!

Espio: You're right. AAAAAAAAAAAAHHH!!!!

Cheese: Chao...

Tikal: Now, the "hedgehog" went up to the surface because he's dumb. Then, Mr. Krabs...

Espio: I'M NOT MR. KRABS!!!

Tikal: Yeah. That's what you think. Anyways, the CRAB and the fish took the HEDGEHOG to the surface
to help IT. Now, in the next day...

Espio: What the heck happened?

Cheese: Chao?

Sonic: What the heck? I'M A HEDGEHOG!!!!

Espio: So.

Tikal: Then, the black hedgehog came.

Shadow: WHO CAME TO ROB MY MANSION?

Eggman: HOUSE!!!

Shadow: WHATEVER!

Sonic: ARREST ME!!! I'M THE ONE YOU WANT!!!!!!

Shadow: What?! The fake-- I mean another hedgehog? I thought I was the only one in this village!!

Sally: What the...Isn't the mermaid lose its voice!

Knuckles: So THAT'S the part I was supposed to say!

Sally: -_-'

Shadow: Hey, wanna go stay at my house!

Sonic: Nope! I don't wanna stay at a fake---

Eggman: GO ON THE SCRIPT, MISTER!!!!



Sonic: Ah, fine! Sure. I'll go...

Shadow: NOOOO!!!

Sonic: What!?

Everyone: Huh?

Chickens: CLUCK!!

Everyone: ?_?

Tikal: So, the hedgehog went to stay with the black one for a while. In the next day...

Cream: Hello. This is your wake up call!

Sonic: What?

Bark: The mermaid didn't have a wake up call!

Bean: Yeah. He doesn't have a wake up call.

Bark: QUIT COPYING ME!!

Bean: WAAAAA!!!

Rabbot: Hey, make him shut up!

Sonic: I didn't have a wake up call.

Cream: Well, now you did. Bye-bye!

Sonic: Okay. At least it's not getting any worse.

Tails: Hello. I'm your fairy godmother. What's your wish.

Fang: Hey, they didn't have any fairy god mother in the story. (At least it's funny)

Eggman: Oh well, people!

Sonic: My wish is to get out of this house right away!

Tails: Okay! Your wish has been granted.

Tikal: So, the fairy god mother took the "hedgehog" out of the house, but he I mean she ended up in
front of the house.



Sonic: I mean, like, far away from this house!

Tails: Sorry. I only to one wish per person. Bye!

Sonic: NOOOOOOOOO!!!!

Amy: Hi, Sonic! I mean stranger, where is my brother, Hansel?

Sonic: I don't know.

Cosmo: Zzzzz

Tikal: Now, the "hedgehog" went back to the house all mad and junk.

Eggman: Tikal, you were not supposed to say junk in the play.

Tikal: All right.

Sonic: I'm so bored.

Shadow: How about a game of cards?

Sonic: Got any 2450? Go fish!

Shadow: There is no such card as 2450.

Sonic: Well, there is at my deck, check it out.

Shadow: That's just a bad drawn card.

Sonic: What did you just say?

Shadow: I said that you were beautiful.

Sonic: Wow. You are so crazy you crazy man.

Shadow: Thank you for saying that.

Sonic: You're welcome.

Sally: This play is not a bad play after all.

Eggman: It isn't, little girl?

Sally: No. I say it's the most craziest plays I've ever been to in my whole entire freakin' life!

Eggman: Dangit!



Tikal: Now, the blue hedgehog and the black hedgehog went to walk around the city for a while.

Sonia: Is it supposed to be a town? And why is my bro playing a girl part?

Manic: Yeah. "Robuttnik" is pretty stupid to make him play a girl part.

Tikal: I'm not entirely sure.

Shadow: I wanna go to the arcade first.

Sonic: Well, I wanna go to the track.

Shadow: Arcade!

Sonic: Track!

Shadow: Arcade!!

Sonic: Track!!

Shadow: ARCADE!!!!

Sonic: TRACK!!!!

Charmy Bee: What about if you could go to the pond?

Sonic and Shadow: Good idea!

Bean: How did that seagull got there?

Tikal: So, they went to the pond to talk and all that stuff.

Shadow: Little person.

Sonic: HEDGEHOG!!!

Shadow: Faker. Little hedgehog. I wanna tell you something.

Sonic: What is it, you crazy faker?

Shadow: I wanna say that I...

Sonic: *Slapped Shadow in the face* Well, I hate you!

Everyone: *gasp*



Sally: That's not right. They were supposed to like each other!

Tikal: Suddenly HUH came!

Knuckles: You said the magic word, you crazy mermaid! Now, you'll turn back into one!

Sonic: Yay! I'm going to win turkey!

Espio: Hey, that was my ham!!!!!!

Sonic: So. And it's Turkey!

Knuckles: Your good days of a hedgehog are now over, mermaid. Goodbye hedgehog, hello mermaid!

Rabbot: How many times did he said that?

Antonie: Maybe a lot I guess.

Tikal: HUH was now casting a spell on the hedgehog turning into a mermaid again.

Sonic: Goodbye, faker!

Knuckles: Since I've got you out of there for good, you will die!

Sonic: How dare you said that to the world's fastest hedgehog!!! *Punches Knuckles*

Knuckles: Oh, so now you wanna fight. well, ya got one! *Punches Sonic*

Bean: Wow! a fight!

Rabbot: Where's my camera?

Bark: Great! There's violence in the play! This is getting good!

Cosmo: I'm rooting for you, HUH!!

Knuckles: It's Knuckles!

Now, there was a fight! BOOM PUNCH KICK SOCK HIT CHICKEN (wait, chicken?)

Chickens: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!

Eggman: Yes! The chickens are laughing!

A few minutes later...

Sonic: Are you done yet?



Knuckles; I was just warming up.

Suddenly, somebody made a clap. Who was it?

???: That was the most funniest plays I've ever seen!

Eggman: What?! You were the person who made the story.

Me: Yes. That's why everybody loves randomness.

Then, Bark clapped, then Sonia, then Manic, then Bean, and then everybody else.

Fang: She's right! This is the funniest play I've ever seen!

Bean: Those other ones are so BOring!!

Then, all the cast came and bowed down.

The next day...

Eggman: Thank you all for doing my favor!

Sonic: No prob. We know that mostly everyone wants violence in a play except the blood.

Eggman: Good.

Shadow: Maybe we could rehearse more of your plays since they're very funny.

Amy: Did you record it?

Eggman: Yes. I did. We could watch it at Amy's house.

Amy: YAY!!

Everybody watched it at Amy's house. And they all lived happily ever after. (Yeah right)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------

Okay. This is also stupid. I'm making more later on. PLEASE PUT COMMENTS!!!!!!!!!!





3 - Sonic, Friends, and CANDY!!!

Sonic and his friends are at the candy store buying candy.Sonic: Man! Why can’t we go to the candy
store?Amy: Why? You don’t like candy?Sonic: I WANNA GO TO THE BURGER SHOP SO WE COULD
BUY CHILI DOGS!!!Shadow: Quit acting like a baby, faker. We already went to the Burger Shop last
week.Sonic: But I wanna go again!!!Shadow: Forget it!!!Knuckles: Ooo! Let’s buy this candy!!!Amy: Jelly
beans?Knuckles: YES! They have grape flavor!!!Everyone: -_-’Amy: Fine. Buy it. Knuckles: YAY!
*Bought 300 More*Sonic: Why can’t there be a Chili Dog flavor in candy?Amy: Gross!Rouge: I don’t
feel like buying candy right now. It ruins my figure.Amy: *sigh* Such a Drama Queen...Tails: Hey, what’s
with Knuckles? He looks like he’s going to pulverize the cashier...Knuckles: Whaddya mean
$450.00???? All I bought is 300 bags of jellybeans!!!Cashier Dude: Exactly! The bags are around
$1.33!!!Knuckles: What a rip off!Sonic: Knuckles! Knock it off!!!Tails: I want this!!Amy: Gummy worms?
Whatever.Cream: Sir, is there any ice cream here?Cashier: I’m sorry, little rabbit. We sell candy here.
Not ice cream.Cream: BUT I WANT MY ICE CREAM NOW!!! Cheese, kill him!!!Cheese: CHAO!!!!
*Knocked out the cashier dude*Cream: Now where is that ice cream??? *Went into the employee
stuff*Cheese: CHAO!!! (There’s NO CHEESE HERE!!!)Knuckles: YES! I got them for free!!! *Eating all
the grape flavored Jellybeans*Sonic: Um, Tails, why do you have all those mints?Tails: I got all kinds of
mint! I wonder how much they cost...Sonic: Tails, Tails, Tails...Amy: SO-nic, do you want chocolate??
Sonic: I WANT A CHILI DOG!!!Amy: Hey! They don’t have chili dogs here!!!Sonic: *Acting like a baby*
But I want my chili dog NOW!!!Amy: *sigh* I can’t believe I liked a big baby chili dog lover... (No, I don’t
hate SonAmy. I’m actually a SonAmy Supporter)Tails: You mean, it’s $5.00???Cashier: Yes! Since you
saved the world, you get $5.00 for all that mint!!Tails: I’LL TAKE IT!!!Shadow: Where are the
Jawbreakers???Amy: Shadow?? What are you doing here?Shadow: JAWBREAKERS!!! I need my
jawbreakers!!! I got all the money for a lifetime supply of jawbreakers!! That’s the greatest scam I
made!!!Amy: What are you? A cartoon character???Shadow: No. I’M SHADOW!!!Amy: See ya...Police:
Alright! Put your hands up!!!Everybody put their hands up.Police: Now.... GET OUT OF THE CANDY
SHOP!!!Tails: No!!! My mint!! I need my mint!!!Cream: Stupid shop! There’s no ice cream
here!Knuckles: But...but...but...They took the jelly beans from Knuckles.Knuckles: NOOOOOOOO!!!!
*Starts crying*Rouge: See.Amy: Thanks a lot Sonic!!!Sonic: *Still cries* 1 Month Later... Amy: Yes.
Finally...Knuckles: Why do we have to clean the candy shop.Rouge: Knuckles...Knuckles: Yeah.Rouge:
Shut up...Knuckles: *Starts to cry...again*Sonic: I want a chili
dog...-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bah. I was too
lazy to think... At least I updated. The next chapter will might be about Sonic and the others going to
school. Don’t worry. I’ll update...



4 - First and Last Day of School

Sonic: What... what is this place?Tails: It’s humongous!Knuckles: It’s full of people!Rouge: It’s NOT full
of jewels!Everybody: ?_?Cream: It’s easy to get lost in!Amy: It’s horrible!Big: It’s big!Everyone:
...Shadow: It’s a place where I can remember Maria all day X3Sonic: Okay...Eggman: It’s
school!Charmy Bee: It looks boring.Sonic: What’s “school”?Amy: Is it a place where you can arrange
your wedding with your future husband?Sonic: If it is, I’m outta here!Espio: Is it a place where you can
meditate with other ninja chameleons?Vector: Is it a place where you can sing REALLY LOUD?Eggman:
No, no, and no. It’s a place where you learn. Knuckles: What’s “learn”?Eggman: “Learn” is... It’s
exactly... Erm... I can’t explain it...Knuckles: I thought you were a genius.Eggman: I AM a genius! Let’s
go in!!!5 Minutes Later...Eggman: Good morning, class!Everyone: ...Eggman: You’re supposed to say
good morning back to the teacher.Knuckles: What’s a teacher?Eggman: A teacher is an adult that
teaches you to read, write, and do WORLD DOMINATION!!!Everybody: ?_?Eggman: Ahem... As I was
saying. My name is Mr. Eggman. Don’t call me Dr. Eggman.Sonic: Why?Eggman: Because there’s no
doctors in school.Sonic: Why?Eggman: Because they have nurses here to take you home.Sonic: Why?
Eggman: So they can cure you when you’re ill or hurt in school.Sonic: Why?Eggman: *Getting angry*
Because education is important.Sonic: Why?Eggman: BECAUSE I WANT YOU TO LEARN!!!Sonic:
...Why?Eggman: Grrr... SONIC YOU GET DETENTION AFTER SCHOOL!!!Knuckles: What’s
detention?Eggman: Detention is when bad and very annoying kids stay in a room doing nothing except
stare at walls, watch the clock, and if they sleep, I don’t know what happens.Sonic: Why?Eggman:
SHUT UP YOU HEDGERAT!!!Sonic: ...Eggman: Now then, open your Reading Books to page
134534667478499Amy: Um, “Mr.” Eggman.Eggman: Yes, Amy? And raise your hand. That goes for all
of you.Sonic: Why?Amy: I have a very tacky-looking book in front of me. Can I trade it to Rouge?Rouge:
Get your grubby hands away from my book! This book was made of pure gold!Charmy Bee: Can I touch
it? Can I touch it? Huh? Huh? Huh? Please?Rouge: NO!!! YOU keep your hands away too, you stupid
crazy bee!Charmy Bee: ...WAAAAAAA!!!! Mr. Eggman, Rouge called me a stupid crazy bee!!Eggman:
Rouge, you get detention!!Rouge: Hmph.*Bell Rings*The Next Class...Eggman: Okay class! This class
is called “Gym or PE”. Knuckles: What’s Gym or PE.Eggman: Why do you have to ask so many
questions?Knuckles: I don’t know.Eggman: Here, you don’t call me Mr. Eggman. You call me “Coach
Eggman”.Tails: Coach Eggman, what do we do in Gym?Eggman: Well, in this class, we stay fit and all
we do is run.Sonic: Run?Eggman: That’s right, Sonic. Run.Sonic: YAY!!! *Runs around the track
100000000000 times*Eggman: Any questions?Tails: Do we have to do Gym?Eggman: Yes.Tails:
Really?Eggman: Yes.Tails: Really?Eggman: Yes...Tails: Really?Eggman: YES AND YOU GET
DETENTION FOR SAYING REALLY ALL THE TIME!Tails: Really?Eggman: GRRRRRR!!!Big: Look! I
found a pond here! Oh no! Froggy’s not here! Froggy! Where are you???Cream: *Humming a song* I
love the pretty flowers! The sun is shining, the birds are singing, everybody is not here, and...
EVERYBODY’S NOT HERE?!Shadow: Oh, Maria... I wish you can see me so miserable in this called
“school”. It’s torture, it’s horrifying...Amy: HEY, I SAID THAT!!!Shadow: ... It’s lonely, when you’re not
around...Charmy Bee: Whaddya wanna play? Whaddya wanana play? Whaddya wanna play?Espio: I’ll
meditate.Charmy Bee: BO-ring! Let’s play dodge ball!!!Vector: What about if we ditch school and you
play with you, you, and you?Charmy Bee: I dunno anybody named you, you, and... Guys? Guys?
Hello?After this class...Eggman: Now, this class is called “Math”. Knuckles: What’s math?Eggman:
Math is a subject when you learn numbers. You can add, subtract, multiply, and divide these. You can
also make fractions, do algebra, and other things! Who knows what 1 + 1 is? Shadow?Shadow:



Maria.Eggman: WRONG!!! Let me call Rouge. What’s 1 +1?Rouge: PRETTY JEWELRY!!Eggman:
WRONG! Shadow, what’s the answer?Shadow: Maria.Eggman: Fine. 1-1? Shadow: Maria.Eggman:
The square root of 25?Shadow: Maria.Eggman: 452 x pi?Shadow: Maria.Eggman: 0+0?Shadow:
Maria.Eggman: ...Maria?Shadow: One hundred.Tails: Um, 2, 0, 5, 1419.28, 0, and Maria?Eggman:
DING DING DING!!! We have a winner!Tails: YAY! What do I win?Eggman: I’ll give you this question:
Why does Shadow say Maria so much?Tails: Because Maria was Shadow’s best friend, and Shadow
misses her oh so much because Shadow never saw her for over 50 years,Shadow: HEY!!! How did you
know?Amy: Um, Mr. Eggman? How does this have anything to do with Math?Eggman: Um, I don’t
know!After Math Class...Eggman: WELCOME TO THE CLASSROOM OF SCIENCE!!!Knuckles:
What’s...Eggman: Science is when we learn the body, how the Earth forms, and the universe!Charmy
Bee: Do we learn about how babies come from in this class?Eggman: I’ll tell you where babies come
from!Charmy Bee: Where?Eggman: From the stork!Amy: Don’t they come from the
woman’s...Eggman: OKAY!!! That’s enough of how babies come from!Charmy Bee: Amy, where do
babies come from?Amy: Here. I’ll give you a story. *Whispers the story from Charmy’s ear (or
something)*Charmy Bee: ... *throws up*Eggman: Do you know how your body makes vomit?Knuckles:
By your stomach!Eggman: Like this *throws up*Everyone: GROSS!!!Eggman: Now, what is water made
out of?Tails: It’s made out of the clouds. For example, after the rain, the water from the rain doesn’t
stay on the ground forever. The sun evaporates the water from the water. The evaporation goes up into
the sky and that’s how clouds are form. The clouds there holds water. When the cloud can’t hold
enough water, it rains in a various place. Any questions?Eggman: Yes. Do YOU want to run this
classroom?Tails: Okay! Who knows how mountains form?After Science Class...Eggman: The last class
of the day. It’s called History or Social Studies, but we’ll call it History. Oh, and before you ask that
question, Knuckles, History is when you learn about the past. Like how they found this country, how they
found Eggmanland, how they changed transportation, and how people live.Sonic: Sounds
boring.Eggman: It is, so shut up. I’ll tell you about my grandfather, Dr. Gerald Robotnik. He was a nice
person, he made the Ultimate Life form...Shadow: Which is ME my fellow fans!Eggman: And about
Maria. Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. After School...Sonic: That was boring. Tails: But I’ve
learned a lot! I wanna go back!Knuckles: The teacher was mean to me.Tails: Hey, don’t you have
detention?Sonic: Who cares about it.Eggman: I do! *Grabbed Sonic’s arm* You’re now serving it for
32695 hours!Sonic: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
*breathes* OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!



5 - Golden Sun Cast

I do not own Sonic or Golden
Sun.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Isaac: Hi, Talking animals!
We called you here in Vale!Sonic: Why?Isaac: To do a cast of us! The Golden Sun Characters!Sonic:
Okay!Isaac: Here they are:Isaac - SonicGaret - KnucklesIvan - TailsMia - AmyJenna - RougeFelix -
ShadowAlex - E-123 OmegaSheba - CreamSaturos - Dr. EggmanMenardi - Sera (Sonic the
Movie)Kraden - Old Man Owl (Sonic the Movie)Dora - Mina MongooseIsaac: Here is the cast.
Enjoy!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I give thanks to
ranamon93 who gave this idea. So thank her! Oh yeah. And be glad I didn’t put Sally Acorn here >=D
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